Values and Goals

Across
3 ___ term goals can be reached in the near future.
4 Resources we find and use within ourselves.
5 The ways and means by which we achieve our goals.
12 This type of value helps you achieve your higher values.
13 The things that you like and ___ will influence your values.
15 The drive we have within ourselves to accomplish goals.
16 Moral, aesthetic, and human needs are all examples of ___ values.
17 Resources considered exterior.

Down
1 The things we want to achieve or obtain in life.
2 The things that are most important to you.
6 Your personal ___ will also influence what you value.
7 What we feel are acceptable measures for performance towards a goal.
8 Values ___ throughout your life.
9 One of the major influences on your values.
10 Values may often be ___ causing doubt.
11 Another term for value is personal ___.
14 ___ term goals may take several years to achieve.